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It was not long ago when major organizations saw computer viruses as a
nuisance. They thought if you install some software, one could stop “bugs”
before they could impact one’s operations. But cybercriminals are constantly
evolving and learning. Networks, and organizations’ reliance on them,
became more complex. Then, several high-profile attacks and corresponding
near-death experiences (Target, Equifax, Yahoo!, Sony Pictures, etc.) forced
all companies to address the risk before they had their own crises. Now, cyber
threats have become so serious that everyone realizes how critical robust
cybersecurity is for both businesses and government entities. The private
sector also has learned that the government will not save them from cyberattacks. In fact, sometimes the government cannot even protect itself. As a
result, everyone is on their own when it comes to cybersecurity.

America’s response to COVID-19 has been a lot like our initial response to
cybersecurity. The virus that has wreaked nearly unprecedented havoc was
initially viewed as not much more than an inconvenience that would eventually
play itself out. Today, we know that is not the case. The financial toll of the
COVID-19 pandemic is currently estimated at $20 trillion globally, and has claimed
at least 4 million lives. Adding insult to injury is the fact that much of the damage
to lives and livelihoods was preventable: the United States and many other
countries could have done more to save lives while protecting their economies
and societies. Just as with early cyber-attacks, the government was not able to
fully handle the crisis caused by a malicious adversary who is constantly learning
and evolving to defeat its target’s defenses.

Sporadic vaccine distribution, extensive vaccine hesitancy,
and inconsistent public health guidance virtually ensure
COVID-19 will continue to circulate globally for many years
– much like influenza.
In light of these realizations, it is clear the COVID-19 pandemic is not over, and
companies are beginning to ask themselves whether they undervalued the risk of
managing infectious disease within their organizations, and what changes they
need to make to ensure the safety of their workforce and operational resilience
against future threats. Many leaders will come to the same conclusion:
We systematically undervalue the probability of existential threats to our lives and
livelihoods, especially as it relates to infectious disease.
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To understand this risk, it is important to first understand how experts assess biosecurity threats.
Simply, they focus on three factors: disease behavior and characteristics, medical options to fight
disease, and public health infrastructure.
DISEASE BEHAVIOR AND CHARACTERISTICS

overcome the pandemic. Decades of scientific research in
public and private sectors, and partnerships that brought

The risk of any infectious disease can be simplistically

vaccines to production and distribution rapidly, gave us the

expressed with two variables, Case Fatality Rate (CFR)

medical countermeasures we needed.

and Reproductive Rate (scientifically expressed as R0,
pronounced “R naught”). When experts like our CEO,
Dr. Charity Dean, say we were “lucky” with COVID-19, our

PUBLIC HEALTH INFRASTRUCTURE

“luck” stems from the fact that COVID’s CFR was less than
1 percent. By comparison, many other recent outbreaks

But vaccines cannot be developed and produced

had far higher CFRs: SARS (10 percent), MERS (35 percent),

overnight. During the crucial period between when a

and H5N1 influenza (65 percent). Although COVID’s

biological threat emerges and medical treatments can

reproductive rate was relatively high (with an R0 of ~2-3x,

be developed, public health action is needed. Much like in

meaning each person infected then passed it on to 2 to

football, a porous offensive line will cause even the best

3 others, on average), outbreaks such as measles with

quarterbacks to perform poorly. And so, while the Moderna

an R0 of 15-20x have had far higher transmission rates. As

vaccine was created before the very first COVID-related

traumatic as the COVID experience was for most, it was

death in the US, the country still got “sacked.” The majority

simply a dress rehearsal for the real thing – the “next big

of the focus (and funding) centers on science, whereas

one” may in fact be much bigger.

public health infrastructure and capabilities are the
overlooked “blocking and tackling” function. It is incumbent
on private sector leaders to ask themselves whether they

MEDICAL OPTIONS TO FIGHT DISEASE

should take some ownership for the public health sector particularly since they are liable for its failures. Not having

The scientific response to COVID has been nothing short

control of both the quarterback and at least some aspects

of a medical miracle. The speed of vaccine development

of the offensive line may result in fumbling the next crisis

shattered any reasonable expectation, and the

as well.

deployment of those vaccines is what will allow us to
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Although we can’t predict exactly what the next

areas. These spillover infections can quickly grow

crisis will look like, we do know the underlying drivers

into regional or global outbreaks due to dense

of biosecurity risk are increasing rapidly, and it’s

living conditions, reduced access to quality

unlikely the next crisis will look exactly like the

healthcare, and the increased connectedness of

current pandemic. This means the specific actions

our populations. Climate change will also increase

taken to contain COVID-19 may be ineffective for other

the probability and scale of zoonotic disease

pathogens, and businesses will need broad resilience

transmission, thanks in part to an increase in

and rapid response capabilities to persevere. It will

habitats suitable for disease-carrying insects. For

be critical to establish a systematic process that has

example, by the end of the 21st century, virtually

the flexibility to respond to many types of biosecurity

the entire world population will be exposed to

risks.

mosquito-borne diseases once limited to the
tropics.

We envision three main types of biosecurity risk,
each characterized by exponentially increasing
likelihood:
1.

Zoonotic Disease Outbreaks

2.

Antimicrobial Resistance

3.

Accidental (Or Malicious) Human Action

Figure 1: Increasing Frequency of
Infectious Disease Outbreaks
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tripling in the last decade alone due to increased
human-animal interactions in newly deforested

Source: Smith et al. 2017, “Global rise in human infectious disease outbreaks”;
CDC; WHO
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ANTIMICROBIAL RESISTANCE
Another factor that is increasingly likely to contribute

On the demand side, the overuse of antibiotics over

to a potential future pandemic is antimicrobial

the past several decades has rapidly increased

resistance (AMR), which is expected to cause over 10

the rate of AMR. According to the CDC, in 2018,

million deaths per year by 2050. The primary reason is

antibiotic prescriptions were written for 7 out

that new antibiotic development is not keeping pace

of every 10 Americans. In addition, despite the

with the rate of bacterial resistance, which is due to

fact that viral infections are not addressable

both supply and demand issues.

by traditional antibiotics, a study of over 2,000
patients hospitalized for COVID-19 indicated 72

On the supply side, many pharmaceutical companies

percent were treated with antibiotics, even

have curtailed research on new antibiotics for

though only 8 percent had a bacterial co-infection.

business reasons, such as decreasing market size,
lower profit potential relative to other pharmaceutical
options, and reduced ROI given that pathogens can
rapidly acquire antibiotic resistance shortly after
the typically lengthy drug discovery and regulatory
approval process. Unsurprisingly, most antibiotics
currently in clinical trials do not address AMR, as
they are evolved from classes of drugs that have
been around for generations. It’s estimated that the
pharmaceutical industry will need at least $37 billion
over the next decade to replace antibiotics that are no
longer effective.

Figure 2: Average Time to Develop Resistance
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ACCIDENTAL (OR MALICIOUS) HUMAN ACTION
As biotechnological progress advances so does the
potential for a man-made pandemic. The technology
exists today for a genome to be altered to make it
deadlier or more contagious. This risk is exacerbated
by the fact that existing regulatory bodies lack the
resources and enforcement power to meaningfully
monitor dual-use research – a term that describes
when research has significant upside potential and
catastrophic downside risk in the wrong hands.
ACCIDENTAL RISK
Whether or not COVID-19 was a result of an
accidental leak, there have been multiple examples
of “near misses” or events that dramatically increase
potential future risk:
•

In 1978, an accidental release of Smallpox in
the UK caused the world’s last known fatality.
Naturally occurring Smallpox killed 500 million
people in the 20th century before being globally
eradicated, however, two laboratories (one in
Russia, one in the U.S.) are permitted to use it
for research purposes.

•

In 2005, HHS posted the entire genetic code of
the Spanish flu virus, representing significant
“dual use” potential.

•

In 2011, H5N1 - a virus that has been fatal in
the majority of known human cases - was
genetically modified in a lab, also for dual-use
purposes.

MALICIOUS RISK
Growth in computing power has radically
transformed the way we live our lives - a generation
ago it was hard to imagine how a ubiquitous
pocket device could be used to produce movies
or order any item from around the world to your
door. Similarly, as genomics technology hits an
inflection point, it is likely that tools will soon
enable anybody to synthesize DNA in their office
or garage. We have come a long way since the
sequencing of the first genome in 2003 - a result
of the Human Genome Project, which took 13
years and cost $2.7 billion (today a genome can be
sequenced for just a few hundred dollars). Advances
in synthetic biology have tremendous potential to
cure diseases such as cancer - but these advances
also increase the unlikely, but catastrophic risk
of pathogens being engineered to become more
lethal, more contagious, or more difficult to treat
via conventional methods. In the wrong hands, a
custom-made pathogen could be devastating.
The damage caused by a would-be suicidal attacker
is not constrained by their intent, but rather by the
technological power of the weapon they can access.
What if they could get their hands on a biological
weapon rather than a knife or gun? Would they use
it? As we have seen with the sarin gas attacks in
Japan in 1994 and the anthrax mail attacks in 2002
in the US, the answer is: “yes.” The proliferation of
gene-synthesis and gene-editing tools (such as
CRISPR) alongside a growing biohacker movement,
mean the risk to populations is non-zero and likely
growing. Just as a shooter does not need to be an
expert gunsmith, a would-be bioterrorist does not
need to be a virologist. The risk here is higher than
one would like to imagine.
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One clear roadblock preventing society from

Another example of society’s inconsistency to

forecasting catastrophic risk is the inability for

evaluate exponential risk is the way businesses

the human brain to accurately assess the risk of

use insurance. Insurance is a popular tool for

exponential growth. For example, in a well-known

perceived risks even where both the probability and

survey, when given the option of choosing between

value of loss is low (e.g., airline flights), but what

taking either (1) $1 million today or (2) a penny

insurance or resilience measures does a company

today that doubled each day for a month, 90% of

have to protect against another biosecurity event

respondents chose to take a million dollars. Yet,

that has previously threatened the entire viability

mathematically, a penny doubling every day would be

of their business? CBO estimated that COVID’s

worth $10 million after a month, highlighting the bias

economic cost to the US alone was $7.9 trillion.

people have in underestimating exponential growth.

For comparison, the costliest natural disaster in US
history was Hurricane Katrina, with costs of $168
billion, just 2 percent of COVID-19.

Figure 3: Most Costly US Natural Disasters Since 1980 ($B)
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Source: National Centers for Environmental Information
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Conclusion
In retrospect, few would give the US a passing grade in how we collectively prepared for and
responded to the COVID-19 pandemic. Much of this failure was rooted in our inability to appreciate
the magnitude of the risk the world faced, and in the false assumption that someone would be able
to save us from a major disease outbreak. Our hope is that COVID-19 is a wake-up call to the public
and private sectors that the time to address the threats of infectious disease is now. Just as large
enterprises have systems in place to determine attribution of, build resilience for, and protect against
cyberattacks, it is now time to build those for biosecurity. The technologies and expertise exist to
detect, uncover, and mitigate any harm of an infectious disease on the factory floor or in an office
tower. We need to learn from our mistakes during the COVID-19 response, while building and deploying
capabilities now so we are all ready for when the “big one” really hits.

